WELLBEING:
THOUGHT STARTERS

WELLBEING THOUGHT STARTERS

Amplifying people’s performance
IBM’s CEO Study notes that the move toward a
more collaborative, communicative, creative, flexible, and ultimately more innovative organization is
not something they are delegating to HR. They see
the challenge as so critical to their business performance that they plan to engage the entire C-suite
and personally lead this shift.
To impact this goal, leaders at all levels of the
organization will gain greater traction if they incorporate a focus on wellbeing into their strategy.
Employers make a significant investment in people and expect a positive ROI over time. For those
who understand that their employees’ wellbeing is
imperative for bottom line success, the potential return is high. Conversely, it’s shortsighted and risky
to shortchange people’s potential with inadequate,
unsupportive or uninspiring work environments that
undermine their wellbeing.
“Businesses understand that they need people more
than ever to get innovative work out the door. It’s really about getting people to blossom,” says Arantes.
“In the past leaders may not have recognized the
impact employee wellbeing could make. That’s
changing, there’s a different mindset.”

Wellbeing is a competitive advantage
in today’s business world.
To achieve it, workers need mental
and physical health, nurtured by
a supportive environment that gives
them the emotional capacity to
interpret and experience events in
a way that leads to productive,
positive actions.

A PPL ICAT ION
CON CEPTS
Informed by insights from our research, we’ve developed some
settings that can be a catalyst for intentionally designing work
environments that support the physical, cognitive and emotional
needs of people at work.

Wellbeing is a competitive advantage in today’s
business world. To achieve it, workers need mental and physical health, nurtured by a supportive
environment that gives them the emotional capacity to interpret and experience events in a way that
leads to productive, positive actions. The best places help people engage deeply in what they do by
giving them what they need for wellbeing at work.
The results can be self-perpetuating: a systemic
sense of wellbeing that easily becomes positively
contagious, amplifying the performance of individuals, teams and the entire enterprise.
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PL A N N I NG FO R
T H E DI M ENSIO NS O F W EL L B EI NG

W EL L B EI NG
DI M ENSIO NS A PPL I ED

Attaining wellbeing at work is about creating and sustaining a healthy physical and mental state over
time in a supportive physical and social environment. No single space can do this alone.

Nomadic
Camp
Innovation
Suite

OPTIMISM
Provide spaces that can be easily modified by
individuals and teams to encourage experimentation, spark imagination and creativity, and expand
possibilities.

BELONGING
Provide spaces that encourage personal and professional connections. Ensure that spaces designed
for users to connect with one another are intuitive
and easily accessible for both co-located and distributed teams. Embed elements such as a media
MINDFULNESS
wall in the space to reinforce the importance of
Create environments that support focus and mini- connections and the organization’s commitment
mize distractions for all tasks by providing a diverse to employees.
range of settings that facilitate individual concentration, 1:1 connections, collaboration and team focus. MEANING
Accommodate both co-located and geographicalAUTHENTICITY
ly disparate teams by creating a palette of places
Allow individuals and teams to express their per- and presences — i.e., settings for both physical
sonalities through space by empowering them to and virtual collaboration. Provide social spaces to
select environments that best suit their preferred reinforce the importance of fun and social interacwork styles. Encourage employees to display per- tions and the company’s commitment to encourage
sonal items in workstations and on their computers, these behaviors.
tablets and smartphones.
VITALITY
Design spaces that encourage movement. Create
a variety of indoor and outdoor spaces that offer
posture choices (sitting, standing, perching, lounging) and encourage walking to create physical and
emotional energy, stimulate the mind, improve alertness and improve focus.

Café

Enclaves

Nomadic
Camp

Retreat

Patio

Retreat

Project
Studio

Private Office

Resident
Neighborhood
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PROJ ECT ST U DIOS
An immersive, shared space that supports project teams and small groups in analog and digital
collaboration, content sharing and idea generation. Well-appointed to meet user needs around
tools, hospitality, amplification and posture options.

Walls are leveraged as planes for analog and digital collaboration. Chairs
swivel so workers can switch eye contact quickly between each other and
multiple information displays.

Well-situated high-definition
telepresence and furniture
amplifies the conditions for
innovation by augmenting
the quality and quantity of
interactions for both physical
and virtual participants.

Moveable seating
provides informality
and postural change.

Using walls as vertical planes
for displaying information increases mental capacity for
dealing with complex issues.

APPLICATION COMPONENTS

APPLICATION COMPONENTS

V.I.A.TM Architectural Walls
i2i® Seating
c:scape ® Desking Solutions
media:scape ® Collaboration Solutions

V.I.A.TM Architectural Walls
media:scape ® Collaboration Solutions
Cobi® Seating
ExponentsTM Storage

*not all products available in all countries
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CA FÉ

At the coffee bar, it’s easy
to see and be seen, meet
up and chat up.

An informal and social setting to support connections, built trust and provide nourishment. Provides
opportunities to connect socially and hosts mobile
workers graciously to facilitate a sense of belonging, promote healthy professional relationships and
bridge presence disparities.

There is a variety of
settings for socializing
or meeting informally.

APPLICATION COMPONENTS
Enea LottuTM Tables and Seating
Last MinuteTM Seating

*not all products available in all countries
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N O M A DIC CA M P

PR I VAT E O FFICE

An area for mobile users with a variety of settings
that welcome and accommodate focus and collaboration. A palette of place and posture options
provides solutions for mobile and geographically
disparate users to feel a sense of belonging, community and connection to the brand and culture.
Shared spaces welcome users and allow for personalization and self-selection, giving a sense of
pride and temporary ownership.

An owned space that provides the ability to express
one’s self and display personal items and professional artifacts. Users are empowered to utilize the
space in the best way to support their individual
needs through amplification, making work visible
on the walls or providing solitude for focus.

APPLICATION COMPONENTS

APPLICATION COMPONENTS

Ology Desks
GestureTM Seating
SotoTM Worktools
B-Free Lounge Seating and Tables
Flexbox Storage

V.I.A.TM Architectural Walls
DenizenTM Tables and Storage
BobTM Seating
BinduTM Seating

Acoustically sealed, the space
supports quick switches from
individual focused work to 1:1
connections and interactions.

*not all products available in all countries
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PAT I O
A setting that offers inspiring views, access to nature and a palette of place, postures and presence
options. Promote movement through the environment by encouraging users to select the right place
for a given task. A variety of settings support user
needs throughout the day, from focus to respite
to collaboration.

Adjacency to a common space
provides nearby access,
encouraging workers to move
outdoors often.

Wi-Fi and access to power
make this a productive
outdoor work setting for individuals and teams.

APPLICATION COMPONENTS
Emu Shade Seating
Emu HeavenTM Seating and Tables
Emu IvyTM Seating

Sun and shade options
accommodate various preferences and tolerances.

*not all products available in all countries
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R E T R E AT

I N N OVAT I O N SU I T E

An informal place that enables people to be alone
with others nearby or have informal interactions
within the hum of surrounding activity. Provides
great views to the outdoors and displays of organizational artifacts.

A space to fine-tune imagination, spark creativity
and foster critical thinking. Inspire, engage and support evolving innovation processes and serve as a
symbolic and tangible expression of a company’s
commitment to a culture of innovation.

Those who aren’t comfortable
in a high-sensory environment
can come here to dial down the
stimulation around them.

Unrestricted environments
breed “What if?” thinking.

With walls as worksurfaces, big ideas can progress
to reality.

APPLICATION COMPONENTS

APPLICATION COMPONENTS

MilbraeTM Lounge Seating and Tables
WingTM Lounge Seating
AwaitTM Lounge Seating
Currency ® WorkwallTM Storage

V.I.A.TM Architectural Walls
BuoyTM Seating
AwaitTM Seating
EE6® Storage
turnstone ® Whiteboards
Topo ® Mobile Seating

*not all products available in all countries
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ENCL AV ES
Small, private spaces that provide respite, focus
and rejuvenation. Easily accessible with good visual signaling.

Enclaves with telepresence
support 1:1 problem-solving
in close proximity to the team
space.

Lounging in a quiet space
encourages contemplation or clearing your head for
what’s next.

A treadmill workstation is an option for healthy movement that
also promotes mental alertness.

A height-adjustable workstation lets
people stand up to reenergize.

APPLICATION COMPONENTS

APPLICATION COMPONENTS

V.I.A.TM Architectural Walls
Hosu Seating
media:scape ® kiosk Collaboration Solutions
EE6® Storage

V.I.A.TM Architectural Walls
Regard TM Bench
Airtouch® Tables
WalkstationTM
EE6® Storage

*not all products available in all countries
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R ESI DEN T
N EIG H BO R H OO D

Gensler: Designing for Wellbeing

Owned individual space with supportive tools and
personal control. Users can personalize their workstations and adjust for comfort. The overall zone
supports a range of user needs, from focused work
to collaboration to touch-down tasks, allowing the
worker to choose where they feel most productive.

Most people spend most of their waking hours at
work, so what better place to focus on improving
health and wellbeing?

Nila Leiserowitz
Principal, Gensler

Sarah Bader
Principal, Gensler

Personal storage cubbies and hooks at each workstation reduce clutter and act as a boundary
between workers. Height-adjustable worksurfaces
promote healthy movement and mental alertness,
while also recognizing workers’ individual physical
needs and preferences.

People are more engaged in their health than ever
before, and a consumerization of the healthcare
industry is well underway, which has direct impact
on wellbeing at work, says Leiserowitz. “You are
Designers Nila R. Leiserowitz and Sarah Bader benow an engaged consumer of your own health and
lieve that the office may offer the single greatest
you have choice in how you’re going to spend the
opportunity to positively impact people’s health.
capital that is your health. It’s exciting to see comBoth are principals and firm-wide health and
panies more aware and have this desire for people
wellness practice area leaders with Gensler, the
to stay healthy.”
renowned global architecture, design, planning
“It’s definitely going to be a more important aspect
and consulting firm.
in this century,” adds Bader.
In response to expanding health consciousness
and a growing interest in wellness, Gensler cre- It’s key to create experiences in environments that
ated a practice area of design professionals who help people feel good about being where they are,
are exclusively focused on health and wellbeing and research confirms that the plenty of room for
environments — from urban planning to buildings improvement in today’s workplaces. The Gensler
to interior design. Among corporate clients, they 2013 U.S. Workplace Survey results show that
see growing interest in fostering wellbeing in the only one in every four U.S. workers has an optiworkplace.
mal work environment, and worker effectiveness
has fallen since 2006. “Enabling choice with the
“For many years, there was a lot of focus around
right alignment of tools, policies and spaces is an
sustainability and the work environment, to the
opportunity for companies to create a climate in
point that it became a big issue in talent recruitwhich autonomous, engaged employees can make
ment. Now we’re starting to see that people who
meaningful decisions to maximize their individual
are considering an organization want to underperformance,” the report states.
stand that there’s a commitment to their wellbeing.
To hire good knowledge workers, there is always “We chose our professions as architects and designcompetition for the brightest and best, whether the ers so we can create experiences,” says Leiserowitz.
economy is good or bad. So you want to send a “Space is so powerful. It’s one of the most powerstrong message about your culture and how people ful experiences that people take for granted. That’s
are going to be able to succeed within your com- why I think it’s fantastic that, more and more, we’re
pany,” says Leiserowitz.
focusing on wellbeing as a problem of space. Good
spaces create good experiences. Spaces are funWellbeing has a direct relationship to productivity,
damental for wellbeing.”
says Bader, IIDA, also based in Gensler’s Chicago
office. “People used to think of wellbeing as just
about wellness and physical health. But now we
realize that there’s this mental piece, too. Wellbeing
supports good thinking. And that’s what employers hire people to do — they’re not hiring you just
to be present, they want you thinking clearly and
fully engaged.”

APPLICATION COMPONENTS
Ology Tables
Flexbox Storage
GestureTM Seating
SotoTM Worktools

*not all products available in all countries
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